
Arthur Perm's Bonnie and Clyde

Few films in the history of American cinema caused
more intense critical discussion and greater emotional debate
than Arthur Penn's Bonnie and Clyde. This provocative portrayal
of Depression-era life on the run, delivered with visual panache
and a hip sensibility, ushered in what came to be categorized as
"the New American Cinema/' Focusing on a story set in the
1930s, yet clearly fashioned to resonate with the countercultural
tenor of the 1960s, the film remains compelling for today's view-
ers by virtue of its central love story and inevitable tragedy, its
subversive statement and its sympathetic connection to the
communal impulse. This volume includes freshly commissioned
essays by leading scholars of Arthur Penn's work, as well as con-
tributions from Penn himself and scriptwriter David Newman.
They analyze the cultural history, technical brilliance, visual
strategies, and violent imagery that marked Bonnie and Clyde as
a significant turning point in American cinema.

Lester D. Friedman teaches humanities at the SUNY Health Sci-
ence Center and film at Syracuse University. He writes about
multicultural issues, medical humanities, British film and cul-
ture, and American cinema.
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CAMBRIDGE FILM HANDBOOKS SERIES

General Editor
Andrew Horton, University of Oklahoma, Normal

Each CAMBRIDGE FILM HANDBOOK contains essays by leading film
scholars and critics that focus on a single film from a variety of
theoretical, critical, and contextual perspectives. This "prism" ap-
proach is designed to give students and general readers valuable
background and insight into the cinematic, artistic, cultural, and
sociopolitical importance of selected films. It is also intended to help
readers grasp the nature of critical and theoretical discourse on cin-
ema as an art form, a visual medium, and a cultural project. Filmog-
raphies and select bibliographies are included to aid readers in their
own exploration of the film under consideration.
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For Rae-Ellen
Who Brought Back the Light
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